
To prove Jesus never walked on the water 

I will use matthew 14:22 thru 26  
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These are the verses without verse 23 

And verses 25 and 26 say Jesus is walking on the 
sea 

When I ask people have they read the bible, and 
they say yes // 

Then I ask them // what did you think of the 
translators saying in the 1611 preface about how 
anybody knowing the story can edit the words in 
the bible // most people have no reply // because 
they haven’t read the 1611 preface //  

most people think every word in the bible is thee 
truth // but that is not how the translators wrote 

the translators words are telling us anybody can 
edit the words in the bible // if they know the 
story //  
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by the copyrights law // anyone wanting to sell a 
bible // just needs to re edit a lot of words // and 
that is why there are different bibles  /// not they 
are using truthful words 

example - these words need changing to tell the 
story more truthful // the word contrary can be 
changed to the word against  // and the word 
them needs to be added 
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this slide shows you the nasb concordance // the 
arrows point to 2 words // and they are both used 
for this greek word by the nasb  

now you know the nasb could have used the word 
against // just like they did in another verse 
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now the word sea // because these verses use the 
word sea // everyone should be saying Jesus 
walked on the sea 

but the truth is // the sea of galilee is fresh water 
with fresh water fish // so truthfully it’s a lake 

by changing the word sea to water // I am editing 
this word because I know the story 
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now here is a problem // why are the editors of the 
bible in this verse calling Jesus // it is // 

to make the story more truthful // I can look thru 
the disciples eyes and say // 1 of them pointed and 
shouted // there is a ghost // and that is why they 
were frightened  

for they would not be frightened until after 
someone pointed and said // there is a ghost 
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I want to point out the highlighted text 

1st Jesus sends the disciples in a boat to the other 
side of lake galilee 

2nd the boat is many miles away from Him 

3rd the waves were battering their boat // and the 
wind was against them 

here we know the wind was coming from the east 

And the battering waves would have been coming 
straight towards Jesus as he walked on the water  

4th someone said // there is a ghost 

 

Jesus couldn’t walk on water because of the 
battering waves  

But the truth is // someone said // there is a ghost 

And like a ghost // Jesus was gliding just above 
the water 

from the word ghost // we now have the intent of 
that meaning // Jesus was gliding just above the 
water 
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then I edit a lot of the text because I know the 
story //  

And more editing of truthful words // and removing 
the words not needed 

You can see the text can be put into a poetry like 
format 
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And now you know //     Jesus never walked on the 
water 

Jesus was gliding just over the water 

 

Are you zealous for the truths about Jesus? 

Are you truly seeking the truth about Jesus’ life on 
earth?  

Thx for listening 
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